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Recovery System
A computer system, like any other device, is subject to failure from a variety of causes:
disk crash, power outage, software error, a ﬁre in the machine room, even sabotage.
In any failure, information may be lost. Therefore, the database system must take actions in advance to ensure that the atomicity and durability properties of transactions,
introduced in Chapter 17, are preserved. An integral part of a database system is a recovery scheme that can restore the database to the consistent state that existed before
the failure.
The recovery scheme must also support high availability, that is, the database
should be usable for a very high percentage of time. To support high availability in
the face of machine failure (as also planned machine shutdowns for hardware/software
upgrades and maintenance), the recovery scheme must support the ability to keep a
backup copy of the database synchronized with the current contents of the primary
copy of the database. If the machine with the primary copy fails, transaction processing can continue on the backup copy.

Bibliographical Notes
Tutorial and survey papers on various recovery techniques for database systems include
[Gray (1978)], [Lindsay et al. (1980)], and [Verhofstad (1978)]. The concepts of fuzzy
checkpointing and fuzzy dumps are described in [Lindsay et al. (1980)].
Remote backup algorithms for disaster recovery are presented in [Lyon (1988)],
[King et al. (1991)] and [Polyzois and Garcia-Molina (1994)].
The state of the art in recovery methods is best illustrated by the ARIES recovery
method, described in [Mohan et al. (1992)] and [Mohan (1990)]. [Mohan and Levine
(1992)] presents ARIES IM, an extension of ARIES to optimize B+ -tree concurrency
control and recovery using logical undo logging. ARIES and its variants are used in
several database products, including IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server. Recovery in
Oracle is described in [Lahiri et al. (2001)].
Specialized recovery techniques for index structures are described in [Mohan and
Levine (1992)] and [Mohan (1993)]; [Mohan and Narang (1994)] describes recov907
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ery techniques for client–server architectures, while [Mohan and Narang (1992)] describes recovery techniques for parallel-database architectures. A generalized version
of the theory of serializability, with short-duration lower-level locks during operations,
combined with longer-duration higher-level locks, is described by [Weikum (1991)].
In Section 19.8.3, we saw the requirement that an operation should acquire all lowerlevel locks that may be needed for the logical undo of the operation. This requirement
can be relaxed by performing all physical undo operations ﬁrst, before performing any
logical undo operations. A generalized version of this idea, called multilevel recovery,
presented in [Weikum et al. (1990)], allows multiple levels of logical operations, with
level-by-level undo passes during recovery.
[Faerber et al. (2017)] provide an overview of main-memory databases, including
recovery techniques. [Diaconu et al. (2013)] provide an overview of the Hekaton mainmemory engine which is part of SQL Server, including its recovery algorithms.
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